
Breaking the Chain of
Bitterness

Ephesians 4:31







What Is It?

• Pikria

• Sour spirit reflected often in sour words

• “an embittered and resentful spirit that 
refuses to be reconciled.” Aristotle





The Chain

• Physical effects—can contribute to health-

– heart issues

• Passive/Aggressive Behavior—seeks to 
indirectly payback or to punish

• Cynicism—put others down; criticize; 

judgmental spirit



The Chain

• Malice– you want or wish someone harm 
who 

you perceived has hurt you.  

You avoid people and you run scenarios of

harm toward them in your head

Like Saul desiring to harm David.



Freedom

A. You Must Really Want To Break the Chain 
and Understand the Necessity of It.

– Some people want to nurture it

– Galatians 5:19-21



Freedom

A. You Must Really Want To Break the Chain 
and Understand the Necessity of It.

We must not be deceived by contemporary 
redefinitions

“It’s almost as if our sins have become a 
currency of solidarity.” 



Freedom

A. You Must Really Want To Break the Chain 
and Understand the Necessity of It.

The call is not to learn to cope with it

The call is to break from it



Freedom

B. The first step is to recognize that bitterness 
is rooted in a lack of trust in Jesus

– The world is broken and will affect us

– We must trust in Him whatever He causes or 
permits

– He Himself has been touched  by it (Rev. 21:5)





Freedom

C. Jesus the Deliverer

– Come for new life (2 Cor. 5:17)

– If a believer understand and draw upon the 
Lord’s provision

• Romans 6:11-18; 8:12-13



Freedom

• Submit to Him and His will

• Pray and trust for His power

• Forgive and leave justice in God’s hands (Eph. 
4:32)

• Trust in His Sovereign Providence (Rom. 8:28)


